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Abstract We investigate a method of improving the memory efficiency of a chart parser. Specifically, we propose a technique to reduce the number of active arcs created in the process of parsing. We sketch the differences in the chart algorithm, and provide empirical results that demonstrate the effectiveness of this technique. 
One basic shortcoming of a classic chart parser (6, 1 ,  10] is that it does not make efficient use of 

its grammar. In grammars used to parse natural languages, there is quite often a substantial amount 
of redundancy in the prefixes of the rule right-hand-sides. A nai"ve implementation of a chart parser 
will not take advantage of this redundancy. In contrast t a shift-reduce parser (4, 9, 2, 10] will often 
use a grammar that has been optimized to eliminate this redundancy (4] . Since chart parsing and 
shift-reduce parsing are substantially similar (10] , many techniques used in_ shift-reduce parsing can 
be applied to a chart parser, including this particular optimization. 

Tree-Structured Grammar 

Consider a context-free grammar represented as follows: we will refer to a sequence of children (the 
"right-hand-side" of a rule) as a sequence of shifts, and the parent (or "left-hand-side" ) as the reduce 
operation. We write the rules with the children on the left leading �o the parent reduction on the 
right. Finally, a child symbol can have multiple shifts and multiple reductions to its right. 

standard representation 
S -<= NP VP 
NP -<= NP PP 

tree representation 
NP VP ⇒ s 

� PP ⇒ NP 

The tree grammar is then constructed in the straight-forward way, compressing the left prefixes of 
the right-hand-sides as much as possible. 

Using the Tree-Structured Grammar 

Parsing with the tree grammar is quite straightforward. The principle difference between this algo
rithm and the classic chart algorithm [1] is that in the classic implementation, extending an active arc 
results in one new arc, whereas when using the tree-grammar, extending an arc may result in several 
new arcs. Finally, since one active arc could spawn multiple arcs, if we must keep track of of children 
used to create an arc (e.g. to resolve unifications) ,  we must do so using an up-tree [3] . The resulting 
inner loop remains quite straight-forward: 
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while the agenda is not empty , do : 
let e = next entry from agenda 

add e to chart . 
foreach arc in continued by e ,  do : 

foreach tnode in arc . tnode . shiftlist , do : 

new-arc = make-arc (e . end , tnode , traceback = (cons (e , arc . traceback) ) 
arc-add (nev-arc) 

foreach rule in arc . tnode . reducelist 

let new-children = reverse (cons (e , arc . traceback) )  
new = make-entry (first (new-children) . start , 

e . end , rule . LBS , children = list (new-children) ) 

agenda-add (new) This technique was evaluated in a chart parser with unification, left-corner and look-ahead constraints, among other features. We used a large-scale English grammar for machine-translation of heavy equipment manuals [7, 51 , and a test-set of 2524 sentences (22,558 words) . Without any special restrictions, when compared to the na'ive implementation, the tree-structured grammar reduced the number of active arcs created by 23%, and when employing full left-corner and look-ahead constraints [1 1 ,  8, 4] on the parser, the tree-grammar gave a 40% reduction. 
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